Barry County 4-H Borrowed Dog Agreement
Must be given to your Dog Project Leader by April 1st

NAME OF DOG (only one dog per agreement)  DOG'S CURRENT AGE OR DOB

BREED (if mixed, please indicate breed type) and COLOR DESCRIPTION

MALE [ ]  FEMALE [ ]  SPAYED/NEUTERED [ ]

I (DOG OWNER) _______________ verify that (EXHIBITOR) _______________
of the (NAME OF 4-H CLUB) _______________ has been responsible for the
training of the above named dog since (DATE) _______________ and has my permission to use
this dog as a project animal at the Barry County Fair.

I (THE OWNER) understand that proof of vaccinations is required for this project animal to be eligible
to show at the county fair and I will provide a current copy to the above member prior to April 1.
If shots are to be updated between April 1 and the show date I will provide the new records to
the exhibitor prior to show date.

Dogs that have received titles and/or qualifying scores in obedience, rally, or agility may not be
used to compete in the classes in which the titles and/or scores were received. This rule does
not apply to titles and/or scores earned by this 4H member.

OWNER SIGNATURE        DATE

I verify that this member is in good standing in our 4-H club, has attended meetings, and worked
with this dog since the above date.

CLUB LEADER SIGNATURE        DATE

* DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE *

APPROVED [ ]  DECLINED [ ]

SIGNATURE OF DDC SUPERINTENDENT        DATE
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